hair and skin care

Location:
Opening Hours:
Telephone:
Email:

next to The Spa By Viceroy on level -2,
12:00-20:00
+381693445667
uhstaubner@yahoo.com

Price list:
WOMAN HAIRCUT

5.000 rsd - 9.000 rsd

MAN HAIRCUT

2.400 rsd - 3.200 rsd

BLOWDRY

1.200 rsd - 4.500 rsd

HAIRDO

4.500 rsd - 8.500 rsd

HAIR TREATMENTS

4.500 rsd - 6.500 rsd

ROOTS COLORING

8.600 rsd - 12.000 rsd

HIGHLIGHTS

12.000 rsd - 20.000 rsd

MANICURE

1.800 rsd - 2.500 rsd

PEDICURE

2.400 rsd - 3.500 rsd

TREATMENTS FOR FACE AND BODY

3.000 rsd - 14.000 rsd

TEENLIFTING

8.800 rsd - 11.200 rsd

U.H.S. TAUBNER - HAIR AND FACE SPA

EN

U.H.S. TAUBNER is one of the most prestigious and dedicated hair care and beauty
specialists in Belgrade, offering a wide selection of hair and facial treatments and services.
Located within our Viceroy Kopaonik resort, U.H.S. TAUBNER will share over 20 years’
experience in hair and beauty care with our guests, allowing them to both look and feel
sensational when celebrating those magic moments with friends and family!
For more information, please download the U.H.S. TAUBNER Services brochure for
treatment and rate card details.
For all booking inquiries, please contact the Hair & Beauty Bar reception directly
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All products are enriched with silk protein and argan elixir. These two powerful
ingredients revitalize and reinvigorate your hair by giving it elasticity, softness and
shine as well as by hydrating it sufficiently.
These luxurious products are an absolute must haves in every woman and man’s
toiletry bag and they are divided into categories for care and styling.
Balmain Paris Hair Couture all come with a distinctive Balmain perfume that can also
be bought as a separate product.
In addition to hair care and styling products, Balmain offers a wide range of styling
tools, luxury accessories, extensions and wigs, as well as gift sets.
Everyday care products that protect the hair from the elements (wind, cold, sun) and
mechanical damage (scarves and caps)
Feel the Balmain luxury with all your senses
All products can be seen at the salon in the hotel.

Treatments:
HYDRATING TREATMENT – hydrates your hair by giving it softness and shine
REVITALIZING TREATMENT – strengthens your hair from within, adds to flexibility and natural glow
VOLUMIZING TREATMENT – adds to your hair’s natural volume
DYED HAIR TREATMENT – protects the color, reinvigorates softness and shine
SCALP TREATMENT – cleans your scalp gently, adding cleanliness and freshness
STRUCTURE TREATMENT – intensive treatment to strengthen damaged hair
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The only luxurious fashion brand in hair cosmetics. As part of the prestigious fashion
house, Balmain Paris Hair Couture comes with 50 years of experience in combining
runway trends and hairstylists’ needs. Initially, the company only produced wigs as
an accessory to the fashion industry, only to become the leader on the market of
everything your hair needs.
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Concentrated, multi-sensory hair and scalp, face and body, treatments rich in active
ingredients: authentic recipes for true wellbeing with the healthiest and most genuine
ingredients from organic and bio-dynamic farming.

agricosmetica® is packaging Oway formulas, rich in natural ingredients, only in glass
and aluminum, precious, protective and completely recyclable materials.
agricosmetica® means eliminating plastic, which is highly polluting, and unnecessary
and superfluous packaging and making the necessary tools exclusively in ecosustainable paper, wood, metal, cotton: natural materials that convey authentic
sensations. It means using renewable energy for business processes to reduce the
environmental footprint.
Organic Way of Life
Oway is not just a brand, but a set of values, a healthy and ecological lifestyle.
Oway creates exclusive rituals and alchemical experiences in the salon, to be
continued at home through extremely effective multisensory treatments.
Enter the world of Organic Way, where the organic and bio-dynamic raw materials
are combined with the most effective and sustainable, natural, active and functional
ingredients to create exclusive rituals and unique multi-sensory experiences.
70 years of experience
Complex formulas, rich in active ingredients
The biological and bio-dynamic raw materials are combined with natural and carefully
selected ingredients such as pure oils, waxes, butters and plant- based emollients and
with the most effective and sustainable active and functional ingredients.
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agricosmetica® means growing zero-mile plants, flowers and medicinal and aromatic
shrubs on our Ortofficina estate, on the hills of Bologna. It means choosing the biodynamic method the healthiest and cleanest, which does not require the use of
chemicals to obtain pure, ultra-effective essential oils, hydrolates and extracts that
become active ingredients in Oway treatments.
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DAILYACT
Daily moisturizing and energizing rituals

HAIR-LOSS / VIVIFYING AND DENSIFYING
Micro-stimulating system and supportive of growth for hair prone to fall

MOISTURIZING
Source of deep hydration for dry, sensitive, dehydrated hair

REBUILDING
Custom program to restore matter to damaged and weakened hair

COLORUP
Antioxidant system for dyed, highlighted or low-lighted hair

HBLONDE
Maintenance and shine program for blonde, white and grey hair

XVOLUME
Method for thickening and volumizing hair full of body and energy

HSTRAIGHTEN
Anti-frizz taming and smoothing program with film-forming action

BECURLY
Bounce, definition and hydration for naturally curly and permed hair

OWAVE
Permanent waving system that gives support, volume, movement and shape to the hair

SMOOTH+
Softening and disciplining program for straight healthy, strong and shiny hair
SILK’N GLOW
Sublime synergy, voluptuousness that infuses silk in the hair fiber
SUNWAY
Summer recipes for healthy, shiny hair and skin
BOTANICAL
Detox and energizing treatments for scalp, hair and mind, over 98% natural
REBALANCING
Method for detoxifying and normalizing the hair and scalp with excess sebum
SOOTHING
Ultra delicate soothing program for skin that is red and sensitive
PURIFYING / DRY AND OILY SCALP
Purifying and regulating method for skin flaking due to dandruff
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Hair treatments
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Face and body treatment

ENERGETIC FACE MAN – 15 min
A treatment that increases cellular hydration, improves elasticity of the epidermis,
decreases wrinkles, and densifies and tones the skin
DEEP PURITY FACE – 60 min
OWAY BEAUTY has studied deeply purifying rituals, preferably to be carried out
according to season, which restore purity and harmony with the surrounding nature to
the skin.
INTESIVE PURIFYING FACE TREATMENT – 50 min
To bring it back to balance, OWAY BEAUTY proposes a program based on natural
super-active ingredients that regulate the skin microbiota, increasing its freshness,
brightness and beauty. Designed to gently release the skin of both young and adults.
SOOTHING SENSITIVE SKIN TRETAMENT – 40 min
This treatment is first of all an invitation to understand the importance of natural
physio- logical defenses in order to support and maintain them unchanged over time.
ANTI AGE RITUAL – 50 min
An iconic ritual to revitalize tissues and reactivate cell functions with active ingredients
that stimulate the production of collagen and elastin, combined with a skillful and
careful massage that gives new vitality to the cells.
FACE LIGHTENING TREATMENT – 50 min
To restore the skin’s uniformity and brightness, OWAY BEAUTY has developed a multistep cosmetic strategy based on highly effective natural super-active ingredients with
lightening, illuminating and anti-aging properties.
DE-STRESS EYES TREATMENT – 30 min
Once the swelling is gone and proper circulation under the eyes is reactivated, the
face looks more rested, bright and elastic. To attract attention to the thousand
meanings of an intense gaze

EXTRAORDINARY BREAST – 30 min
An extraordinary boost of elasticity and firmness for the breast area in a treatment that
firms and tones the tissues, counteracting stretch marks. Particularly suitable after
breastfeeding or following weight loss, it transforms the application ritual into a
sensory experience that provides great well-being.
ANTI AGE AND LIGHTENING HAND TREATMENT – 30 min
To take care of one of the most exposed parts of the body, OWAY has developed a
ritual that removes superficial dead cells, stimulates metabolism and accelerates
cellular rejuvenation for bright and younger-looking skin.
AUTUMN / WINTER treatment – 90 min
This face and body ritual is to be carried out in fall/winter to help protect the body
and welcome the change in season without trauma. It purifies the face, decongesting
and nourishing the skin. It elasticizes the tissue and detoxes the body, improving
micro-circulation
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TOUCH and CLEAN – 15min
TOUCH & CLEAN is the first ritual step in all skincare treatments. A succession of
natural and luxurious treatments and gestures that protect and nourish the skin of the
face, ensuring a healthy, relaxed, and bright epidermis.
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TEENLIFTING® A revolutionary anti-aging no-scalpel treatment
TEENLIFTING® is electro-stimulation of facial, neck, body and pelvic muscles.

You can continue with your usual activities right after the treatment.
Face TEENLIFTING®:
•Non-invasive lifting
•De-puffs and detoxifies the skin
•The results could be visible as soon as after the first treatment. Gradually and
individually, better and more visible results are achieved with each further training.
TEENLIFTING® treatment restores a youthful look to the whole face, neck and
neckline.
•Rehabilitation of chronic sinusitis, facial nerve palsy, snoring, headache and
migraine relief
Platysma TEENLIFTING® :
•Nonsurgical shaping and tightening of the double chin and neck
•Reduces muscle tension (bruxism) and relieves pain in TMJ (temporomandibular
joint), rehabilitation of snoring
Neck, shoulder and décolleté TEENLIFTING® :
•Lifting and shaping of the neck and décolleté
•Reduces neck and shoulder muscle tension, stress and pain
TEENLIFTING® treatments can be used by both women and men, professional
athletes and recreationalists.

We look forward to seeing you.
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TEENLIFTING® method increases circulation, drains excess fluid, stimulates the tissue
with an electric strengthening of the muscles and achieves a relaxed tensionless
and stress-free state. It is physical medicine applied in cosmetology with excellent
simultaneous results in the rehabilitation of all joints and muscles.
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hair and skin care
069 3445667

